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PHOTOFISSIONOF THoRIuM-232,URANIUM-238,PLUTONIUM-238,PLUTONIOM-240,

AND PLUTONIUM-242AND STRUCTURR OF TNE FISSION BARRIER

by

N. S. Rabotnov, G. N. Smirenkin,A. S. Soldatov,

L. N. Usachev, S. P. Kapitsa and Iu. M. Tsipeniuk

ABSTRACT

Measurementsof the angular distributionsand fragment

~~t~a ~~/jPhotofiaaj
on of the even-even nuclei 232Th, 238U,

pu and 24 Pu near the threshold are reported.

Measurements’weremade in a beam of bremsstrahlunggamma
quanta in the 12-MeV microtron of the Instituteof PhytMcal
Problems of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in the region
of maximum energies, ~a, from 5 to 10 MeV. Calculationof
the bremsstrahlungspectrtnnfrom a l-nsntungsten target used
to reduce the dependence of the total photoftsaioncross
section and its angular componentson the energy, E, of the
gaannaquanta is described. The results, which do not fit
traditionalconcepts, indicate the existence of a double-
humped fission barrier.

r

INTRODUCTION

The (Y,f) reaction for gaanna-quantaenergy

near the fission threshold ia very attractive in

fission physics study for tw reasons. First, 5-

to 7-MeV photons, apparently,undergo absorption

only with El and E2 multipolaritieson heavy

nuclei. For the even-even targeta discussed here,

this leads to formation of composite nuclei with

only two combinationsof spin and parity, 1- and
~+

P and quadruple absorptionmust be an order or

two less probable. Second, the momenta of the com-

posite nuclei after the absorptionof gamma quanta

are aligned along the photon beam. In dipole ab-

sorption, the alignment is total.

One can describe characteristicsof the fis-

sion process, by investigatingthe one-dimensional

problem of passage of a particle through a poten-

tial barrier of given height. This height is

called the fission threshold, although in a pre-

cise sense fission is not a threshold reaction.

The first problem in analysis of experimental

fission data usually is determinationof the

height and shape of the fission barrier. Por a

fissioning nucleus of fixed nucleon composition,

the barrier usually depends on the quantum num-

bers of the state from which the fission occurs,

and this fact affects the energy dependence of the

differentialand total fission cross sections in

a predeterminedmanner. In addition to the spin

and parity of the composite nucleus, the barrier

can depend substantiallyon the value of K, the

projection of the momentum in the direction of

the axis of symmetry of the nucleus, along which

the fragments disintegrate. If fission with a

definite Kvalue is energeticallyfavorable, the

momenta of the fissioning composite nuclei are

oriented; this also leads to the appearanceof

anisotropy in the angular distributions. This
1

anisotropywas firat disclosed by Winhold et al.

A physical interpretationof this phenomenon sug-
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gested by A. Eohr4 described the concrete mechanism

of separationof “chosen” values of K in the fis-

sion process. In the passage through the saddle

point, much of the energy is concentratedin the

deformationpotential, the remaining degrees of

freedom can be excited by a limited number of pro-

cesses, and the nucleus fissions through transition

states, “fission channels,”with determined K

values.

TMs report susssarizeathe experimentalstudy

of the angular distributionsof fission frsgments

of even-even nuclei by bremsstrahlunggasssaquanta.

Resulta are given for measurementsof the angular

distributionsof fragments,W(e), in the region of

limitimz energies of the bremsstrahlungapectr~,

E = 5 to 10 MeV, for five nuclei:
232m 238U

242PU2;&, 240pu, and . Some data for232;, ‘
238

U, and 240PU were reported earlier.
3,4

Brief

informationon our results is contained in a pre-

liminarypublication.
5,6

An intensivereevaluationof the basic con-

cepts of the course of the fission process is

underway because of the appearanceof the hypo-

thesis of the existence of a second minimum in the

potential curve.7 Its possibilitiesare discussed

in the interpretationof our experimentaldats,

together with the traditionalhypotheses of the

dependence of fission probabilityon the quantum

characteristicsof the fissioningnucleus.

EKFERIMENTAL

The experimentwas carried out on the internal

target of a 12-MeV high-currentmicrotron of the

Institute of Physical Problems of the USSR Academy

of Sciences. As in Refs. 3 and 4, the bremsstrahl-

ung target was a l-sss-thicktungsten plate. The

aversge working current was 50 wA. To filter the

electrons from the gasssa-quantabeam, a 10-mm-

thick aluminum absorber was placed directly behind

the target. Glass detectors were ueed for angular

distributionmeasurements.
8

The detectors and

fissioning layer backings were installed in a cas-

sette, which was placed inside the accelerating

chamber of the microtron so ss not to interfere

with the electrons in the preceding orbit. The

plane of the layer backings was at an angle of 4~

to the axis of the bremsstrehlunggasrsa-quanta

beam (Fig. 1). A detecting device permitted

studying two different fissioning substances simul-

-
electron orbits

Fig. 1. Experimentaldevice and test geometry.
1. layer of fissioning substance;
2. fission fragment detectors; 3. cas-
sette; 4. aluminum filter; 5. tungsten
target; 6. screw-drivenprobe.

taneously or using double layers of one isotope.

The bremsstrehlungtarget and caasette were rig-

idly fastened to a screw-drivenprobe, which per-

mitted remote transfer of the whole experimental

device relative to the electron beam. Accuracy

of installationof the detector relative to the

electron beam waa determined by television and

was ~ 1 mm.

At various stages, detectors of different

configurationand fissioning samples of different

thickness were used. Experimentswere carried

out with sets of rectangularand cylindricalglas-

ses that covered angles from -7.5 to 97.9. Table

I shows the characteristicsof the isotopes
232

studied. In the study of Th and 238U photo-

fission, foils considerablythicker than the frag-

ment range were used. Other conditionsbeing

equal, their use permitted increasing the reading

statistics 5 to 7 times relative to a layer

1 mg/cm2 thick.8 The angles studied were divided

into seven intervals. Scanning each angular in-

terval of the detector under a microscope gave the

nmsber of fragments striking in it, N , with an
j

accuracy of 0.5 to 2%, as a function of the density
4

of fragment traces.

The inaccuracy in determining the electron

beam energy (uncertaintyof AEmax) in our earlier
3,4

papers was taken as *5O keV; later, when the

electron energy was adjusted and controlledby

measuring the microtron

resonance,we decreased

field by nuclear magnetic

AEmax to ~25 keV.

.

.



TABLE I

PARAMETERSOF LAYERSOF THS FISSIONING ELEMENTS USED

Isotope studied Total amount of substance Thickneae of layers Impurities

232fi - double 2.12 mg 1.35 mg/cm2 - o%

238U - double 1.72 mg 1,1 mg/cm2 Natural

238U 200 mg/cm2 iY5u
union with

1:200

238PU - double 0.051 lug 0.036 mg/cm2 < 0.37.

240PU 0.144 mg 0.182 mg/cm2 7.3% 239PU

242PU - double 0.700 mg 0.445 mg/cm2 1 Si!2@Pu.
2.OZ 241PU

During irradiationthe average current of

electrons completely abaorbed in the target and

aluminum filter waa continuouslyrecorded, This,

incidentally,permitted a determination,from the

basic measurementa,of w(8), the yield of the (y,f)

reaction per unit of electron cunent, and unit of

masa of the studied isotope,Y(Em~). The error of

these measurement waa estimated aa 15%.

‘he parameter of the accelerator,a diagram,

and specific characteriatlcaof the experiment are

described in more detail by I!ocharovaet al.
4

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Angular Diatributionaof Fragmenta

Owing to the finite angular resolution, the

distributionof the ntxnberof counts, N deter-
j’

mined directly in experiment cannot be simply

identifiedwith the unknown function W(e):

Nj ‘“ff w(fJ)l(Y)d~j , (1)

‘~

where d~ and d~j are the elements of the solid

angle constructed,respectively,on the vectors

coming from the photon’s point of eocape to the

point of the layer in which fiaaion occurred, end

from this point to the datector point at which the

fragment waa recorded; and ?(Y) ia the fragment

recording efficiency,which depends on the angle of

escape from the layer, Y=lgoo -91.

In work with layera of the studied inotopea,

the thicknessesof which are ahown in Table I, the

fragment recording efficiency in the region of

change acceptable for the geometry used,

0° < Y < 45” (0° < 9 < 90°) did not depend on the

angle, within 1 to 2%. The angular dependence of

the fragment recording●fficiency in teata with

thorium and uranium foils, thick in comparison

with the range, ia described well by the cosine

law, II(Y)= coa Y, which comes from simple geo-

metric conaiderationa.
8

The mathematical treatment of the reaulta of

meaaurementa of N ia diacuaaed in detail in Refs.
j

4 and 8. The goal of that analyaia fa to determine

by the method of leaat squares the coefficients

a, b, and c in the angular distribution

W(e) - a + b ●fn2e+ c sin229 , (2)

in the very general form describing the spatial

distributionof the fragment diaLntegrationproba-

bility during dipole and quadruple photofisaion.

Note that in these calculations,done with an

electronic computer, the finite dimensions of the

layer of flaaioning aubatance and the angular in-

tervals of the detector are accurately accounted

for by the Monte Carlo method. In this, however,

the finite dimenaiona of the electron beam (2 by

4 imn2)and the angular dependence of the gemma-

irradiation intensitywere dlaregarded within the

limits of the solid angle isolated by the layer

(from the center to the edge of the layer the in-

tensity dropa by 10 to 15%). Rough calculationof

the electron beam dimeneiona showed that the values

given below for the coefficientsa are somewhat too

high. The maximum possible error depends on the

3



value of the coefficientsaa follows.

a 0.015 0.1 0.6 0.8

Error in Z 30 9 0.7 0.2

The coefficientc, on the other hand, ia

lowered by 2 to 3% on the average, practically

independentof its value. The errors caused by

the nonuniform “exposure”of the fissioning sample

surface are small (~ 1 to 2%) for all valuea of co-

efficientsof W(9). The errors of N measurement
j

in the mathematical treatmentwere auasnedfrom the

statisticalerror of the counts and the average

scanning error.

The coefficientsof the angular distribution

of fragmenta in the normalizationa + b = 1 are

given in Table II. Figure 2 ahowa the ratios of

the coefficients,b/a and c/b. The ratio b/a =

w(oO)/w(900)- 1 characterize the angular an-

isotropy of photofiasion;c/b, the relative con-

tributionof the quadruple component. Here we

give only data obtained with “thin” samples. In-

formationobtained with metallic foils, owing to

the distortions in W(8) that occur because of the

scatteringof fragments in thick aemples, was used

only to determine the relative energy dependence

of the total fission yield (see below).

TOTAL YIELD OF THE (y,f) REACTION
9

In earlier work on photofission, nmst of

which was carried out in betatrona and synchrotrons,

the reaction yield usually was relative to lR of

bremsstrahlunggamma-radiationintensity and a unit

of the amount of fissioning substance. Presumably,

in measurementson the internal target of a micro-

tron, the problems in meaauring the electron cur-

rent, which are inherent to induction accelerators,

do not arise. This affords the possibilityof in-

troducing data on the (y,f) reaction yield,

Y(Emax), in a simpler normalization: aa the total

number of fissions per second per microampere of

electron current per milligram of fissioning sub-

stance,

y= FJw(e)s’n’de-2F(a+$++)”2~o (3)

The multipliers F and V depend on Emm. Experi-

~J, obtainedmental data on the total yield, Y(E

IJja

. .
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Fig. 2. Ratios of coefficientsbia and cjb as
x for 232Th; V for

~U;i~O~o>~&; o, for241)pu;

●, for 2~2Pu.

a

from measurementsof layers of fissioning samples,

are given in the laat column of Table 11. The

whole set of data on Y(Ema), including the re-

aulta obtained with metallic thorium and uranium

foils, ia shorn in Fig. 3.

ANGULAR (X)MPONENTSOF YIELD

Knowledge of the coefficientsa, b, and c

permits determining the contributionof the indi-

vidual yield components,Ya, Yb, and Yc, for which

the angular dependence corresponds to the three

components, isotropic,dipole, and quadruple, in

4



TASLE II

PARAMETERSOF MGULAR DISTRIBUTIONSOF FRAGMENTS

.

1

E ! 1 1 1
max I Y

!
1

I
I

a b ! ~ fiaaiOma
MeV \ I 1 c

I I 1 I mg#A aec

Th 232
5.2 4.5.10-5
5.4 o.oo9~o.oo9 0.991~0.027 O.OXI~0.025 0.0024
5,65 0.011.~0.005 0.9s9*0.007 -0,005~0.006 0.059
5.75 0.015~o.oIo 0.985~o.034 0.033~o.033 0.062
5.9 0.010~ 0.005 O.’W tO.016 0.024~0.014 0,20
5.95 0.014~0.004 0.986~0.M9 0.074~0.010 0.32
6,2 0.012~0,003 0.988A 0,010 0,079~0.010 0,79
6.5 0.022~o.oos 0,978~ 0.015 0.022~0.014 5.4
6.7 0.023s0.002 0.977*0.W9 0,009+0,006 9.8
6,9 0.032:0.007 0.968~ 0,024 0.020~o,oi? 7.7
7,0 0.036~ 0.004 0.964LO.013 0.038~0.012 13.5
7.3 0.0% ~0.006 0.944fo.020 0.031$0,017 19.5
7.7 0.088~0.005 0.912AO.015 0.028~0,013 40.5
8.0 0.109AO.006 0.891~0.013 0.026~0.012 35
8,5 0.164LO.C+J4 0.836tO.008 0,017~o.oo8 71
10.0 0.304~ 0.009 0.696~0.014 -o,031~o.o14 -

u 238

5.0 0.052i0.100 0.948i 0.164 1.296~0.205 0.00071
5,2 0.100~0.035 0.900~ 0.061 0.910AO.0S3 0.0042
5,3 0.020~o.035 o.9aJ~o.064 0.566~0.076 0.0120
5,4 0,007A 0,024 0.993*0.059 0.4L2~o.066 0.030
5,45 0.038~0,009 0.962~0.017 0.155~0.021 0.044
5,65 0.034A0.005 0.966A 0.011 0.040~0.010 0.27
5,95 o.07sfo.oo5 0.922~o.o14 0.039AO.014 1,7
6,4 0,127~”0.004 0.873fO.009 0.034~0.008 6.0
6,95 0.213~0.004 0.787A 0.008 0.047A0.008 24.0
7,5 0.364~0.006 0.636~ 0.010 0.024~0.011 47.0
8,0 0.401~0.035 0.599~ O.OO6 o.ox4~o.oo7 74.0
9.25 0.570AO.006 o.43a~o.oo7 0.013~o.oo7 -

PU 238

5.25 0,408~ 0.103 0.592~0,130 1.412f 0.139
5.5

0.041
0.330~0.063 0,6’73~0.OW 1.513io,I12 0.14

5.75 0,414~0.037 0.586~0.046 0.654~ 0.055 0.47
6.0 0,526~0.011 0.474* 0.016 0.37ULO.OIS 1.7
6.25 0.66620.008 0.334~ 0,011 o.Im ~o.ox3 5.9
6.5 0.733~0.012 0.267~ 0.016 O,O&l~0.OIS II
7.0 0.772~ 0.011 0.228~0,016 0.068k0.017 %
7,5 0.785io.o12 0.2.X5~0.017 0.032~Q,019 @l
8.0 0.813~0.013 0.187k 0.017 0.029zO.OIS 160
8,5 0.828~ 0(015 0.172~ 0.020 0,023~0.022 270

,

4
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TABLE II, CONTINUED

5,1J*) o i 0.200 0 ~ o!200 I ~ 0.200 0JI081
5.2 0.115~ 0.097 0.885t 0,111 2.58 ~ 0.15 0.04?
5.45 0.102~ 0.044 0.898~ 0.056 1.147~ 0,070 0.15
5.65 0,222~ 0.034 0.778~ 0.042 0.710~ 0.052 0.49
5.95 0.533t 0.010 0.467~ 0.011 0.331~ 0.013 2.3
6.4 0.670j.0.012 0.330~ 0.01.2 0.996~ 0,013 3.2.5
6.95 0.689t 0.025 0.311~ 0.027 0.067~ 0.029 40
?.7 0.716~ 0.012 0.284* 0.016 0.055i 0.017 115
7.9 0.725~ 0.012 0,275~ 0.016 0.074~ 0.018 145
8.2 0.762~ 0.010 0.238~ 0.014 0.046I 0.015 120
8*5 0.779~ 0.020 0.221~ 0.027 0,057~ 0.029 240
8.7 0.791~ 0.009 0.209* 0.0L2 0,032f 0,014 230
9.5 0.822*0.011 0.178~ 0,014 0.019f.0.016 683

P1.i2M

5.0 0.532t 0.308 0.468~ 0.372 3.’?32~ 0.424 O.(KI55
5.25 0.448~ 0.053 0.552t 0.068 0.965s 0.082 0.056
5.35 0.418~ 0.046 0.582~ 0.059 1.018~ 0.069 -
5.5 0.310~ 0.022 0.690t 0.029 0.734~ 0.034 0.26
5.75 0.488t 0.008 0.512~ 0.010 0.422t 0.012 1.0
6.0 0.598~ 0.011 0.402~ 0.016 0.207~ 0.018 2,7
6.25 0,669~ 0.012 0.331~ 0.017 0.138~ 0.019 8.8
6.5 0.700* 0.009 0.300~ 0.023 0.122~ 0.014 17
7.0 0.740~ O.aYs 0.260* 0.007 0.075i 0.008 m
7.5 0.754~ 0.005 0.246~ 0.007 0.036A 0.008 105
8.0 0.766~ 0,006 0.234~ 0.008 0.047~ o.m9 175
8.5 0.814~ 0.025 0.186~ 0.007 0.042~ 0.008 225

*) In this case W(e) is described by the pure quadruple
distribution- sin228; therefore,coefficientc in
the normalizationused has no meaning and is taken as
equal to unity.

Eq. (2). Their sense is understood from the de-

terminations

Y=Ya+Yb+Yc, ~=& “ Y “ w(e),

(4)
y ~ .~~,y y 8 C

Ya=:”, b3”, c=~;”y.

The dependence of Yi on Ema are given in

Fig. 3, together with data on the total yield. The

experimentalpoints of Yi(Emax) were found by Eqs.

(4) from the values of the coefficientsofW(e),

which are given in Table II, and the smoothed curve

of the total yield (ace below). The ’15% measure-

ment error in Y(Emax) is not included in the error

in Yi shown in Fig. 3.

THE REDUCTIONOF CRDSS SECTIONS AS FUIWXIONS OF
PHOTON ENERGY

Our experimentspermit direct determination

of only the integral characteristics,yield and

angular componentsof yield as a function of the

maximum energy of the bremsatrahlungradiation

spectrum. For a theoreticalanalysis, it ia of

far greater value to offer data on the ffsaion

cross section, Uf(E), and its angular components;

these can be calculatedby solution of the Volterra

integral equation of the first type,

Y(E )-C ~a;(E) ● f(E,Emax)dE,
max

(5)

with experimentallydetermined left-hand parts.

‘he main body of Eq. (5), f(E,Emax), iS the n~ber

of gamma quanta in the energy interval E, E + dE

for one electron; the coefficientc ahead of the

integral does not depend on Emax.

To solve Eq. (5), one must first know with

sufficient reliabilitythe gamma-quanta spectrum

.

v

.

.
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Fig. 3.

E.Mev - -

Energy dependence of total yield Y(~U) (o) and its angular components
Ya(Em$) (o), Yb(

?+
(A), and Yc(~=) (x). Below- dependence, ob-

taine using Eq. ( , of total cross section, ‘), and ita
angular componentsUs(E) (- ..), ub(E) (--~~~~~)~g~)R$ ~I-i~I)%rti-

energy of gamma quanta. Points for Uyf in
cal dotted lines denote neutron binding energy in the correspondingnucleus.

radiation j(EoEmU) fromthoof the bremsstrahlung

thick target.

GAMMA-QUANTUMSPE(XRUM

The spectra of bremwatrahlungradiation from

thick targeta haa not been studied in enough da-

tail to permit using an interpolationof experi-

mental data to establiah the function ~(E,Em=).

The single possible path is calculation.In our
3,4

earlier papers, to analyze measurement results

we used the approximaterelation

f(&Em=) - (E - E)2 ,
mex

(6)

obtained on the rough aa.aumptionof a uniform in-

tensity distributionof the geuma radiation for-

vard, J, over the thickneaaof the target, t. This

●amanptiondoee not account for ●n importa~ effect,

the multiple scatteringof ●lectrons,which leada

to a significantdecreame in dJ(OO,t)/dtwith in-

creaae la t. Lowaon10 showed that J(O”,t) ~

in 950 t, where the thickneaa t in ●xpressed in

units of the radiation length. l’hiaequation,

which agrees well with experiment,
11

waa also

incorporatedinto the more corrective calculation

of the gamma-quantabremaetrahlungspectrum.

The spectrum sought was found by atamnationof

the spectra of the separate target layera, taken

in the form of integral Schiff distributions

weighted to account for the logarithmicdependence

of the intenafty. Iltecalculationvas carried out

using two ●saunptions: wlch electron energy

ionization losses only, and with average radiation

losaea. In Fig. 4, the calculation are compared

with experiment in the gamma-quantaenergy region,

E, from 2 MeV to Em= for tw valuea of the spec-

trums limiting energy, Em= - 4.55 and 9.65 MeV,

and three tungsten target thicknesaea,t - 0.12,

0.25, and 3.0 urn. From the data given it follova

that:

1. Taking into account tha radiation loaaea, in

7
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Fig. 4. Calculated spectra of bre.nmtrahlungradiationY-quanta
forward, from tungsten targets (A) 3-oan, (B) 0.25-um,
and (C) 0.12-mm thick compared with experimental
spectra.ll Solid line, calculationwithout taking
average losaea in irradiationitttoaccount; dotted line,
taking average losses in irradiationinto account.
Insert ahowa energy dependenceof intensityof Y-radia-
tion forward.12

10
accord with Lowson, does not substantially The distribution,fl(E,Emax),thus calculated

change the gamma-quantumapactrmn; was normalized to the experimentallystudied path

2. The results of calculationagree well with of the intensityof the total gamma-radiationfor-

experimentover a wide range of Emax and t; this ward, J(OO, Emax):

tanga is completelysatisfactoryfor our wrk;

3. In tha gmmna-quantaenergy region important J(OO,Em=) -A(E ) ?“‘%y(E)”fl(E,Ema)de , (7)
max

for the fission process, (> 5 MeV), the spectrum
o

is nearly linear, in contrast to the parabolic where J(OO,Em=) is the

depandenco,JIq.(6), assuaed earliar. tlthfck~ttarget depicted

dependence for an ●nalogoua

in the insert to Fig. 4,
12

8
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and Y(E) takes into account the self-absorptionof

gatmna-quantain the target and the relation be-

tween the ganzna-radiationflux and the dose rate,

expreaeed in roentgens per unit of time. We con-

sider that as a result of this normalizationthe

functionaldependence of the photon yield’e energy

distribution,f(E,E-) - A(EMU) * fl(E,Em=), is

obtained. However, the accuracy of the absolute

yield value is hardly better”than 30%. Therefore

we were limited to finding the relative path of

u(E). Note that the absorptionof gaumtaquanta

in the aluminum filter, ao well as the brems-

strahlung radiation from it, arising from in-

complete loss of electron energy in the target,

aPPeare only in the unimportantdeep 8ubbarrier

region of ganma-quantumenergies.

CALCULATIONOF CROSS SECTIONS

The photofissioncross section,u(E), and its

angular components,Us(E), Ub(E), and UC(E), are

the unknown functions of integral Eq. (5), the

main part of which ie the gamma-quantaspectrum,

j(E,Emu), determined above. TO find the cross

sections as functionsof the photon energy, we

used the method of matrix treatment propoeed by

Nozik and Turchin.
13

‘lTd.smethod permits solving

Eq. (5) with experimentallydetermined left-hand

parts, ueing the method of maximum probabilities.

Having at our diapoaition a program of calcula-

tion, we calculatedvalues of Y(EmM) equidistant

in energy, U8ing the electronic computer. Our

experimentdoee not satiefy this condition. So

that we could use the indicated program, we in-

terpolatedthe experimentaldata by drawing emooth

curves through the experimentalpointa, dividing

the interestingregion, Emm = 5.0 to 8.5 MeV,

into equal O.1-MeV intervala.

Before turning to the results of the calcu-

lations, let us consider the accuracy of such a

treatment applicableto the propertiesof the

studied dependence.

1. Finding the unknown function6 of the integral

Eq. (5) belongs to the claea of incorrectlypoeed

problems. Uncertaintiescaused by the “oscilla-

tion” of the solutions are inherent to problems

of this type. This property of our treatment of

the experimentaldata demanded caution in inter-

pretation of the observed irregularbehavior of

the derived functions,u(E).

2. The matrix method of solution of Eq. (5) is a

more complete modification,mathematically,than

differentiationof the curve Y(Emax), the tlo-

called method of difference of photons. The

relative error of the differentiation, roughly

speaking, is inversely proportionalto

(d lnY/dEmax), from which we can conclude that,

despite the overall increase in the statisticsof

counts with increaee in Emax, the accuracy of

determinationof the cross section near the pla-

teau will be woree than in the larger part of the

aubbarrier section.

3, The accuracy of calculationof the individual

croes-sectioncomponents depends considerablyon

the errors in the coefficientsof angular dis-

tribution of the fragments,W(e). Specifically,

it is low for the quadruple component at high

photon energiee, where the sharp increaae in the

relative error of Yc(EmU) due to decreaee in c

make6 the accuracy of differentiationworse.

4. Finally, one of the main aourcea of errors in

reduction of the croea sectione is the interpo-

lation used for the data on Y(Emax), which in-

evitably contained an element of arbitrarineae,

more important the greater the distance between

the experimentalpointe. ‘Ibisdrawback is in-

herent, to some degree, in all known studiee of

photofieaion in beame of bremestrahlungradiation.

To establieh the ecale of the uncertainties,we

analyzed, as in Ref. 9, several varianta of the

interpolationof Y(Ema).

Tha right-handpart of Fig. 5 shows the re-

sults of an analysie of several smooth teet func-

tions of Yc(Emax) for 238Pu, carried out in dif-

ferent waya within the limite of experimental

errors. Their comparisongraphically demonstrates

the recorded uncertaintiesof the analysis. In-

structive in thie respect is an analysis of curve

(l), which la the emoothed dependence,UC(E),

ignoring the irregularityof variante (2) and (3);

the upper part of Fig. 5 ehowa ite corresponding

curve, Yc(Emax), obtained by integrationover the

known gamma spectrum. It, obviously, cannot be

rejected as not agreeing with experiment. In

other word6, the achieved accuracy of the ex-

perimental data doee not guarantee authenticity

of the “resonance” structureof the cross section.

We give epecial attention to these effects fn

,
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E“-., MeV

E, MeV

Fig. 5. Examples of variants of treatment of
yields (see text).

connectionwith the role of quasi-stationary

states in the fission wocess. which has been in-.
tenaivelydiacuased recently.

;,14,15

Figure 3 shows the dependence Y(Emax) and

Yi(Emax), as well aa u(E), which is obtained aa

result of their analysia. For the quadruple

components,only the smoothed curves UC(E) and

Yc(Emax), obtained by integratingthem over the

bremsatrahlungspectrum, are given.

a

Investigationof the solutions ahowed that:

1. The overwhelmingmajority of the observed

dependence Yi(Emax) and Y(Emax) within the limits

of experimentalerror can be aatiafactorilyco-

ordinated with the smoothed curves for u(E) in
232m

Fig. 3 (includingUs(E) for ;

2. An authentic exception is only the total,

(E), and the dipole, Ub(E), fission cross

~~tion for 232Th (maximum near 5.6 MeV) and,

possibly, the isotropiccomponent,Us(E), for
242

Pu (see Fig. 5 at left; the smoothedvariant

is taken in Fig. 3);

3. The low-energyportion below and near the fis-

sion threshold,< 6.5 to 7 MeV, is very reliable.

The cross sections shown in Fig. 3 are nor-

malized over the points obtained in experiments

with monochromaticgamma quanta.
16

Figure 6

gives the curves bla = 3/2 oblaa and c/b =

5/4 Oc/Ob for the nuclei studied. For 232Th and
238

U they are compared with the results of mea-

surements in monochromaticgamma quanta of the
16,17 and 19

reactions (n,y) F (p,@160.3’18

Caution should be obeerwed in comparing data on

photofissionby 6.14-MeV gamma quanta from the

19F (P,w)
16
0 reaction with others because the

width of this line is, in all, 10 eV,19 and only

one state of the compound nucleus can be excited

during ita photoabsorption.

DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS

The principsl qualitativetraits of the

observed angular distributionsof the photofiasion

fragments are as follows.

1. A significantdecrease in the isotropic com-

ponent with decreasing energy into the eubbarrier

region.

2. A sharp increaae in the quadruple component

during the above.

3. A nonmonotonicbehavior of the ratio b/a with

decrease in energy.

4. A strong dependence of the energy path of the

partial cross sections and their ratios (the co-

efficientsof anisotropy)on the nucleon composi-

tion of the fissioningnucleus.

The gamma quanta, independentof the multi-

polarity,have a total angular momentum projection

in the direction of their motion, equal in abso-

lute value to unity; therefore,during their ab-

sorption by even-even nuclei with zero spin,

states of the compound nucleus with the same

preferred values Mz = ~ 1 are formed. If K iS

preserved in the fission process, then the angular

distributionof the fragments, normalizedby the

condition

[ W(f’)d9 -1,

has the form

W@ - 2J+1 I 4
4(1+6~) ID~K12 + !D~-Kl I . (8)

where D;(e) are the sphericalWigner functione.

Let ua assume that the absorptionof quanta occurs

only with the multipolaritiesEl and E2, and for

the levels of compound nuclei; consequently,only

two combinations,1- and 2+, of spin and parity

1

.
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Fig. 6. Dependenceof ratioa bla and c/b, obtained
from curves of G{ in Fig. 3 (solid lines) and
lnaYf in arbitr&y unfta (daeh line) on energy
of y-quanta, E. Points denote results of -rk
of Ref. 3 (o), Ref. 18 (.), and Refs. 16 and
1? (@ for b/a and cfb. Ootted line ehowa b/a
for variant treatment leading to irregularity
inUa for 242PU (ace Fig. 5).

are possible. Thus, in the caluclationaonly the has the form

followingelementary angular distributionsof the
%..l- ~ P;-w:-(g) +02+ z P2+#K(e) .type of Eq. (8) can be neceesary.
dCl

(lo)
y K-0,1 y KEO,l~

w;(e) -~ sin29 ,

+(9) - ~ o - * ain29) ,

~(e) . ~ sin229 ,

+(9) . ~ (ain29+~sin229) ,

~(e) + - $ 0in29 - !jdn229)

The differentialphotoffssioncross

(9)

.

section

Here C1
Y
- and d;+ are the

absorptionof dipole and

m iarespectively,and PK

cross sections of photo-

quadrupolegamma quanta,

the probabilityof fis-

sion through a channel with a given K (in this it

la neceaaary to take into account that the values

of K + O have twfce aa large a statisticalweight

as K- O). An isotropic angular distribution is

obtained when all K are equally probable, which

in the chosen normalizationcorreaponda to the

equality

~~(2..6W)-conat=~ . (11)
K-O

11



If fission with different values of K is

possible from a state with fixed J and m, then

n=
‘K (

r~K/ r= +
)

‘-; r~K, z r~KfrJ” (12)
K’

m
where rfK is the average fission width for a chan-

nel with fixed K and r= is the total width of the

compound nucleus decay processes that compete with

fission. Having regrouped the terms in the angular

distribution,Eq. (10), we get

(
1- 2+

> - 3&fJ+~2 + rfl
4Y1-4 )4Y7

,

(

r~ [ , z+ r~~-r~~
+ *in2e %1- fo

-0.sr

4y rl- + ~Y l-2+)

z+

(

r’+ r2+ , r2+
+ sin22~

15 fo 5 fl
Y ti~ -~~ 4)+zr2 “

(13)

The main anisotropicterm, proportionalto .9in29,

is ensured by a difference in the thresholdsof

#’K to the advantageof the atate 1-, K M O, in

comparisonwith the state 1-, K = 1, due to which

r~~ c r~j, while below the threshold with K = 1

the inequalitycan be strong.

The lack of reliable direct data on the ab-

solute value and energy dependence in the consi-

dered region of total photoabsorptioncross-

section energy and ita partial components cor-

responding to differentmultipolaritiesis a

specific difficulty in the analysis of photo-

fission data. Therefore, it is impossible to

carry out a subsequent channel analysis, i.e.,

direct extractionof the energy dependence of

z+
only for P. >> P: . This inequalityoccurs when

the fission barrier for the states 2‘,K=Ois

noticeably lower than that for states 1-, K = O,

which correspondscompletely to A. Bohr’s fission

channel model, according to which the spectrum of

the channela is similar to that of the low-l ing
2$

states of an even-even nucleus, and E1 > E

always. This explains the growth of both aniso-

tropic componentswith decreased excitation energy.

The presence of the maximum on the curve of bfa

also corresponds,apparently,to a simpIe fact:

the ratio of the penetrabilitiesof two barriers

that differ only near the peak reverts to unity

in two cases--aboveboth barriers, when both

penetrabilitfesare equal to unity, and in the

deep subbarrier region. Consequently,for some

intermediateenergy, this ratio must have an

extretae. Its location approximatelycoincides

with the peak of the lower barrier. This state-

ment is illustratedby Fig. 7. For the parabolic

barriers depicted in the drawing, the ratio P1/P2

v

~Jm from experimental‘ataS
fK

and possibilitiesof

interpretationare limited by the need to use

relative values, which are affected less by the

possible inconstancyof U~- and U;+ in the interval

considered.

A~cording to electrodynamicsestimates,

O:+/O; ~ R2/k2, where R is the radiua of the

nucleus and k is the wavelength of a gamma quantum.

For fissioningnuclei in the energy region under

consideration,this ratio is about 1/20, so that a

contributionof the quadruple component (Win229)

in the angular distributioncomparable to the con-

tribution of the dipole component can be obtained

x

a

Fig. 7. Energy dependence of ratio of penetra-
bilities of two barriers differing only
near the peak.
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4

increases exponentiallyat first with decreased

energy, then, after paseing the maximum, for E

< El falle exponentially,but with a smaller

slope. After passing the merging point of both

barriers, the drop S1OWS, but is prolonged in the

limit ‘0 P1’P2 - 1“
Such is a natural qualitativeexplanationof

the energy dependence of both anieotropiccom-

ponents in the croaa section in the framework of

traditionalchannel analysis. With more detailed

consideration,aerioua difficulty ariaea. In the

subbarrierregion it must be that r:
Jw

‘> ‘fK=O“
~+

Taking into account also that 61 >>0 , from a
YY

comparisonof Eqs. (2) and (13) we get that for

such energies

b/azP(l-,O)/P(l-,l); c/b -n * , (14)

are approximatelyfulfilled where P(Jn,K) is the

penetrabilityof the barrier for a given combina-

tion of quantum numbers. In accordancewith what

has been said above, with decreased energy, b/a
1-,0

must reach ita maximum value at about E . Ef ,

and the photofiaaioncross section will, with in-

creased energy, emerge onto a plateau at about the

same point, more accurately,even somewhat earlier,

1-’0 - AEf.forE=Tf~Ef The point Tf, the ob-

served fission threshold, lies below the actual

threshold,because the fission wfdth becomes more

competitivethan the radiation width before it
1-,0

comes to saturationat E = E
f

. Aa was shown

by Usachev et al.,
20

AEf is several hundred keV.

‘fhissituation,predicted by fission channel theory,

is depicted schematicallyin Fig. 8a.

In the left half of Fig. 6 the experimental

results are shown in a form convenient for com-

parison with that predicted by theory. We see

that for plutonium iaotopea the point at which

the anisotropy,the ratio bfa, reaches ita max-

imum lies almost 1 MeV below the observed thresh-

O1d’ ‘f’
and must lie higher. The quantitative

divergence is very sharp: the cross section at

this point must approximatelycoincide with its

value at the plateau, but actually it is approxi-

mately 100 times less. ‘l’hiscontradictionhas
232

already been noted for Th and 238U, and in

discussingyield measurements during fission of

these elements in the spectrum we noted it as

difficult to explain by the traditional repre-

sentations,3’5’6 Although data on the cross

sections of plutonium isotopes were lacking, the

fact that Tf for 232Th and 238U is approximately

1-,0
equal to Ef , and not less, could be explained

by the assumptionof .spproximatepresentationof

the quantms number K in the states of the compound

nucleuss or by Wilets’ concept of the suppression

of fission through channels correspondingto K
3

- 0. After obtaining the results for plutonium

isotopes given here, we found that such explana-

tions are not well-grounded,becauae, definitely,

Tf > E;-so and the difference is significant.

Just thfe, as we will now show, is to be expected

in the double-humpedbarrier model for EfA > EfB

(see Fig. 8b).

The solution of the one-dimensionalquasi-

classical problem of the penetrabilityof a

double-humpedbarrier shows21 that the average

penetrabilityis the same as if only barrier A

existed; i.e., the location of the obsened thresh-

old in the cross section is determined by the

higher barrier, A. The mechanism of the origina-

tion of anisotropy in this caae, according to

Strutinskii and Bjornholm,7 is as follows. Having

overcome the first barrier, the nucleus passes

into the second time well far enough to “forget” the

K value with which it went through the first bar-
1- 0

-
rier. Therefore, for EfB’ < E < E~A’O < E~A’l

the nuclei fall into the second well through the

channel 1-,0 in barrier A, because it is energet-

ically favorable, and then split, and the angular

distribution is determined by the location of the

excitation energy relative to the channels of

barrier B. In this case, Tf approximatelycoin-

cides with E~~’O for barrier A (or is somewhat

below ”thisthreshold),and the maxima of the

ratios b/a and c/b are located approximatelyat
1- 0 2+ o

energies equal to EfB’ and Em’ (see Fig. 8b).

The experimentalpicture corresponds completely

satisfactorilyto such a description, and from its

analysis the threshold values given in Table III

are obtained. The value An = Tf - E~~’O increases

from thorium to plutonium, according to the pre-

dictions of Ref. 7. Because in most cases c/b in-

creases monotonicallywith decreased energy and

13
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Pig. 8. Dependence of aniaotropy and photoffssioncroon section
for single- (a) and double-humped(b) barriers.

TABLS III

PARAMETERSOF FISSION BARRIER AND RATIO OF CRDSS SECTIONS
OF DIPOLS AND QUADRUPLE PHOTOABSORPTION~

P“ ‘8 <5.2 5.4 6.1 0.7 I/xo

PU240 <5,0 5.1 6.0 0,9 1/25

PU242 <5.0 5.2 6.1 0.9 w

4

*
The characteriaticagiven should be considered estimates
having an accuracy of @.2 MeV.
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in the last points of “b,” within the limits of

error, as a rule, is e ual to zero, the upper

limitingvaluee for ~~’” determined by the loca-

tion of the maximum of this ratio are given in

Table III. Note that the presence of maxima on

the curves b/a(E) occurs with monotonic decreaae

in Ub with decreased energy, and, therefore, first

of all, is not related to the reeonance-typeir-

regularitiesthat can be seen in the energy de-
7,14,15

pendenceaof the fission widthe.

The effecte discussed above, which we relate

to the possibilityof existence of a second mini-

mum in the potential surface of the fissioning

nucleus, can exist only with an appreciabledif-

ference in the threshold of A and B and a sig-

nificant depth of the well between them. They,

in short, reduce to 8uperbarriereffects in the

angular diatributlonsappearing in the region

that is subbarrierwith respect to the cross

section. lhis phenomenon appears clearly also

during the fission of the even-even nuclei.
234U

236U and 240 ‘22
s Pu in (d,pf) and (t,pf) reactions.

The maximum of the angular aniaotropy,related to

the fission through the state ~ = 0+, is located

below the neutron binding energy and corresponds

to the fiesion probabilityP= rf/rc << 1, i.e.,

to a very small penetrabilityp << P, because r

is equal to the radiation width. Analogous fea~

turea were also noted in the fission of nuclei by

neutrons.7’23

The nuclei etudied differ etrongly in the

magnitude of displacement,AM; angular anieotropy,

b/a; and the relation of the angular components

near the observed threshold.‘The abeence of a

significantdifferencebetween T and ?i~-soand

the relatfonaafab << 1 for
232 f

Th correspondwith

the generally accepted concepts of channel effects.

This case, evidently, correspondsto a bzrrier for

‘ich ‘fB
> EfA. The presence of a resonance in

‘b at E ~ 5.6 MeV7 confirms the existence of a well

between the maxima. For plutonium isotopeeAm is

large, and, as a result, even near the observed

threshold,ua/ab >7 1. ‘Todescribe the energy

dependence and the average fission widths we must

use a statisticalapproach that agrees with the

results of investigationof the angular distribu-

tions of the fragments during fiseion by neu-

trone.23 The behavior of the indicatedvalues

for 238U ~a ~ntemediate
. The competition from

the side of emission of photoneutronsfor
232

m is

great; for plutonium iaotopea it is hardly notice-

able, which ie also naturally related with the

difference inA~ and, consequently,the number of

states participatingIn fiesion near T .
f

An estimate of the ratio of photoabsorption

croes sections of different multfDolaritv
2+ +

% = U“ /UW is of definite interest. In an earlier

paper:3 t~ia ratio was estimated in the detailed

traditionalrepresentationsof a channel structure

for the fieaion barrier. The values vary from

0.015 for 232~to0.15for240Pu. Table III

gives the values of %$s aclab.

Let us briefly enumerate our phyeical con-

clusions,

1. The energy dependence of both anisotropiccom-

ponents in the angular distributionsagrees with

the predictionsof the collectivemodel regarding

the dependence of the height of the fission bar-

rier on the quantum characteristicsof the fis-

sioning nucleus.

2. The large aniaotropyvaluee in the deep sub-

barrier region serve as a strong argument for the

advantage of the hypotheaia of the presence of a

second maximum in the potential curve describing

the fission barrier.

3. The ratio of the cross sections of quadruple

and dipole photoabeorptionfor heavy even-even

nuclei near 5- to 6-MeV energies is close to 1/20,

in qualitative agreement with electrodynamics

estimates.
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